Introductory remarks

The meeting was chaired by Ms Stephanie Bergbauer on behalf of Ms Evelien Witlox. The Chair welcomed members and participants to the twelfth Digital Euro Market Advisory Group (MAG) meeting which was held online. A reordering of the agenda was approved. The Chair emphasized the meeting would cover no new design decisions and there would thus be no written feedback requested after the meeting. The Chair concluded the introductory remarks by thanking members on their active contributions to the last written consultations, notably the High Level Product Description.

High-level summary of replies received on Digital Financial Inclusion

The ECB first presented a high-level summary of the feedback received on Digital Financial Inclusion. No comments of substance were raised by members.

High-level summary of replies received on Fraud Detection and Prevention

The ECB then presented a high-level summary of the feedback received on fraud detection and prevention in a digital euro ecosystem. Members again broadly agreed to the need for considering a dedicated digital euro central fraud detection and prevention function. Some members inquired about the cost of setting up and maintaining such function, and which standards (e.g., for data sharing) were envisaged. One member raised concerns that fraud and risk tasks were placed mainly on to banks, for which in an open-funding regime (i.e., wallet services and funding services from different PSPs) adequate compensation should be ensured.

High-level summary of replies received on the High Level Product Description

The ECB next presented a high-level summary of the feedback received on the High Level Product Description. The ECB referred to the European Commission’s legislative proposal that was published on 28 June 2023, and which impacted several aspects of the High Level Product Description. Members did not raise specific concerns. Some members alluded to their feedback given after prior meetings.
Summary of the market research and prototyping exercise
As last item, the ECB presented two summary reports of the market research and the prototyping exercise. Both reports were published at the end of May 2023. The market research and the prototyping exercise reassured the ECB that technical requirements of a digital euro could be served by the private and/or public sector.

Closing remarks and way forward
The Chair then thanked members for their participation, informed them of one further physical meeting rounding off the investigation phase (8 November 2023) and closed the meeting.
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